
Ask Me Another! Food Safety Game 

 

Game rules:  

• 2-4 teams can play during a game with 2-3 players on each team. Each team will have a 

buzzer which they must use for answering questions. 

• Anyone who is not on a team can be the “audience”, helping answer questions for a 

team. 

• The team to go first is determined by the Host who reads the questions. 

• There are 4 categories with point totals from 10-50 points. The team in play chooses a 

category and point value. 

• The Host must read the entire question before a team buzzes in. Any team can buzz in. 

• The Host will call on the team who buzzed in first. 

• If the team answers correctly, they can choose the next category. If the team answers 

incorrectly, another team can buzz in to “steal”. 

• The team with the most points at the end wins. In case of a tie, the teams will answer 

the bonus question to break the tie. 

How does the game work? 

• The game is a PowerPoint presentation. Put it on presentation mode to play. When a 

team chooses a point value, click on that square to go to the question. When the 

question is answered, click on the arrow to return to the Gameboard. 

• The Host or an assistant need to keep track of the questions that were already played 

because the squares don’t disappear. 

• Questions about the game? Contact Gabi Murza at gmurza@ufl.edu or 321-697-3000. 

Answer key:

POINTS FOOD SAFETY USING EQUIPMENT MAKING FOOD PROCEDURES 

10 Gloves Cheese machine 1 scoop 2 people 

20 Thermometer Hotdog cooker BBQ Purchase; buy 

30 Clean, Separate, 
Cook, Chill 

Crockpot Walking taco $20 

40 Surfaces Sensor BBQ sandwich 15 minutes 

50 Beginning; start 155 degrees Cloverbuds (ages 
5-7) 

Tally sheet; Sign 
In/Sign Out; 
Inventory Checklist 
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